**Main subjects discussed during the 2 educational sessions:**

- **PRODUCTS** (81% of the interviews) ➔ whose 76% are specifically about the effects
- **RISKS** (69% of the interviews) ➔ whose 63%, are about the risks of negative feelings by the users
- **INFECTIONS** (40% of interviews)
- **1 IN 5 PEOPLE** requested analysis before consumption
- **70%** among persons who used the sample before analysis did not report adverse effects which shows a genuine educational interest in drug analysis system

**DRUG ANALYSIS ALLOWS TO IMPLEMENT HARM REDUCTION INNOVATIVELY THROUGH EXCHANGES ABOUT DRUGS AND ITS EFFECTS FOREGROUND INSTEAD OF INFECTIOUS RISKS.**

**DOCTORS OF THE WORLD STAND UP FOR A COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEM THAT ALLOWS DRUGS USERS TO ACCESS ANONYMOUS, FREE, INCLUSIVE AND EDUCATIONAL ANALYSIS OF THEIR DRUGS.**